**OPSEC Whose is in Your Book?**

---

**Uncle Sam**

**Basic Information**

**About Me**
- Sex: Step one in finding target.
- Birthday: Please steal my identity!
- Siblings: Use my family against me! I think Not!
- Parents: What's the value of this information?
- Relationship: Well aren't we roseay!
- Status: Once a year.
- Anniversary: Who really shares this much?
- Looking For: Easy targets on social networking sites.
- Current City: OPSEC City, USA
- Hometown: People who fill in all of this information.
- Political Views: Great information for social engineering!

**Bio**
Prior to joining the Naval OPSEC Support Team in November, 2009, Uncle Sam spent 8 years in the Navy as an Information Technology (IT) specialist.

**Favorite Quotations**
"Never underestimate the importance of any piece of information, as simple as it may seem..." — Al Qaeda 2009

**Education and Work**

**Employers**
- United States Navy September 2001 to December 2009
  - USS Saipan (LHA-2)
  - COMNAVNETWARCOM Space Cell
- United States Navy November 2009-Present
  - Operations Security Specialist
  - NOST Member
  - Lip Zipper
- ASIT Information Technology
- Alumni: Good source of PII

**Likes and Interests**

**Activities**
- Social engineering using likes and interests that unsuspecting users happily share with the world!

**Interests**
- Protecting the safety of your identity using OPSEC.
- Sharing the message of OPSEC by not sharing.
- Identifying the ways others can use my information against me.

**Contact Information**
- Yeah right, buddy!
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Visit OPSEC on NKO opsec@navy.mil